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Root Cause Analysis

Event: Bethel Server Compromise – June 14, 2007 & August 6, 2007 

Summary:

On August 16, 2007 a routine review by an OIT information security employee located in 
Fairbanks, AK of potential security alerts generated by an automated network behavior 
analysis tool revealed a potential compromise on the primary file server located in Bethel, 
AK. At the time of the compromise the server was undergoing a planned migration to 
decommission it. The compromise was discovered 8-16-2007 and access to the server was 
restricted to incident response staff and server administrators that same day.

Investigation of the content stored on the server revealed business related unencrypted files 
with potentially restricted or sensitive information. It also appears that the server’s log files 
had been intentionally removed. Several unapproved applications had been installed and 
made operational but no data was placed in the unapproved storage location. Several new 
administrative accounts had been created. One of the unapproved applications on the server 
was scanning the university networks and the internet when discovered by the automated 
network behavior analysis tool.

Forensic investigation revealed the vector of compromise as an outdated and un-patched 
application interface. The source of the compromise was external to the university-managed 
network with multiple contacts worldwide. Through forensic review it has been determined 
that it is highly unlikely that any sensitive data was accessed.

A replacement server that was in the process of being configured for the Bethel campus is 
now in place and normal services are available through the new server.  The same business 
related unencrypted files with potentially restricted or sensitive information are present on 
the replacement server.  

Detail:

Chronological Synopsis:
Network Access Controls removed from server – 5-21-2007
Server compromised 6-14-2007 & 8-14-2007
Incident discovery – 8-16-2007
Network Access Controls restored to server – 8-16-2007
Forensic investigation initiated using 100% mirrored disk – 8-16-2007



Campus migration to replacement server finished 8-17-2007
Forensic investigation completed – 8-28-2007

6-14-2007 – Initial compromise:
A WAREZ FTP server was installed and not touched again.

8-6-2007 – Secondary compromise:
A VOIP Server and other software were in the process of being installed. 
Several administrative accounts were created.

General observations of Bethel campus IT operations:
Network access control list had been removed as part of a troubleshooting exercise and 
mistakenly not reactivated. The missing list would have prevented this incursion because 
the network access control list included network ports utilized to perform more typical 
unauthorized server access. 

There are few local controls in effect for accessing the on-site university provided network, 
particularly wireless access to the Bethel network.  

There is no uniform encryption or storage policy for sensitive data, or installed tools to 
fulfill such policies.

Application and server log files are not copied to alternate media.  The originals are stored 
locally on each server.

There is no system or application data back-up service in effect for Bethel campus 
university servers.

There is no uniform application patching and updating plan.

Cause:

A vulnerable application management interface was exploited twice by unknown persons 
from outside the university-managed network (i.e., the Internet) while UAF’s central IT 
office was remotely administering the server’s operating system.  The community campus’ 
system administrator who normally administers applications was off contract for the 
summer. 

Action Items:

Actions Taken:



Replaced compromised server with a known secure server.

Performed extensive forensics review of the server and network logs.  These indicated that 
UA information was not copied from the server.

The network access control list that had been removed was strengthened and replaced.

Future Prevention:

Review business processes and recommend training to discourage storage of documents 
with sensitive information. Business processes that specifically address SSN and other 
sensitive information must be communicated and implemented. Have university business 
area leaders instruct individuals at all campuses about the need to secure documents with 
sensitive information and encourage removal of those files that are no longer needed or that 
are scheduled to be destroyed per university document retention policy.

Review server file contents and security practices at all campus locations, starting with the 
community campuses, paying particular attention to unusual, unfamiliar and unapproved 
software and for evidence of deleted operating system and/or application log files.

Redesign the network at Bethel to include increasing security by isolating the wireless 
access.

Review and improve system logging practices.

Deploy change auditing solutions to all servers.

Review network access methods and controls for appropriateness.

Investigate and implement a system wide standard that encrypts information stored on 
servers and provides access to authenticated PCs, Macs, and mobile devices.

Implement a process that sweeps centrally managed servers attached to university networks 
periodically to look for unusual activities and known vulnerabilities.

Provide administrators of distributed university servers with tools and expertise to improve 
the security of their servers.
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